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Robinson Industries was the inventor 
of reusable plastic pallets. Since  
we made our first one in the 1960s, 
we’ve continued to look for new ways 
to use molded plastic to improve  
the efficiency of storage, logistics  
and ergonomics. 

We’re specialists in the design and 
manufacturing of pallets, packaging 
and dunnage through single or twin 
sheet thermoforming as well as 
injection molding using a variety 
of plastic materials. With our 
industry-leading expertise, Robinson 
Industries can develop a solution that 
will help streamline your operations.  

Gen2 Structural 
Foam Pallets 
Comparable strength,  
25% less weight

Strong and durable, structural foam pallets are one of the most cost-effective 
material handling solutions you will find. But in today’s world of shipping goods 
around the globe, pounds mean dollars. And high-strength structural foam pallets 
can be heavy.

The new 45” by 48” Gen2 Structural Foam Pallets from Robinson Industries help 
reduce your gross shipping weight. Thanks to a revolutionary new design, they offer 
comparable strength to our traditional 45” by 48” structural foam pallets, while 
weighing about 25 percent less, offering high strength with less material.

This weight reduction can help you lower shipping costs while increasing efficiency. 
It also offers better ergonomics — reducing work place injuries and lost time.
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Standard Gen2 Pallet
• 45” by 48” 
• Weight: 42 pounds
• Standard color is black, but a wide variety  

of colors are available by special order
• Option for “seat belts” banding systems
• Robotic pick-up holes
• Various labeling options
• Improved ergonomics over traditional  

45” by 48” pallets

Independent testing shows comparable static load 
capability to our traditional 45” by 48” structural 
foam pallet with 25 percent less weight.

Learn more at gen2pallets.com or contact  
your sales professional at 877-465-4055 or  
sales@robinsonind.com to discuss your  
perfect Gen2 Pallet.

If one of our existing sizes and options do 
not meet your unique specifications we will 
custom design and manufacture the perfect 
tray or pallet for you. We can customize your 
product with lids, RFID, colors, stripes, sleeve 
grooves, seatbelts, labeling, thickness, T-Bars 
and more. Visit robinsonind.com to see our 
wide selection.

Are you still using wood pallets? 
Click on the EPA Cost Calculator on 
the Robinson Industries website 
homepage to figure out how much 

you could be saving by switching to plastic.


